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Class: 



 

  



 

 

  

N5 Instruments of 

the Orchestra 

Methods of 

producing Sound 

Typical style of music 

played by the Orchestra 

(written 1750-1810) 

Played with a mute 

(sounds tinny and 

quieter) 

STRING FAMILY 

BRASS FAMILY 1.   

2.  

3.   

4.   

Fast, repeated notes 

played on Percussion 

Instruments 

Large work in 4 movements 

played by an Orchestra 
Saying “trrrr…” 

into the 

instrument 

PERCUSSION 

FAMILY 

Rhythmic “give and 

take” in a phrase – 

very expressive 

WOODWIND  

FAMILY 

1.   

2.    

3.   

4.  

5.   

6.   

TUNED 

PERCUSSION 

1.   

2.   

3.   

  

UNTUNED PERCUSSION 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.  

 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 
1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Sliding from note to 

note  



 

  

N5 World Music 

Music from South America 

Percussion 

Instrument which 

makes sound 

clicking 2 shells 

together. 

Instrument which produces 

sound by blowing pipes. 

Music from Caribbean 

Band with Drums made out of Oil Cans 

Style made famous 

by Bob Marley 

Another word 

for ‘Off the Beat’ 

Music from Africa 
Christian Vocal 

music. Includes lots 

of harmonies. 
Band consisting of 

percussion 

instruments.   

Music from India 

Percussion 

instrument played 

with the hands or 

fingers   

String instrument, 

like a guitar.   



 

 

 

  

N5 Scottish 

Music 

Instruments 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Solo music for 

bagpipes 

Quick note, infront 

of the main note. 

Dances 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

Slow dance in ¾ 

time.  Say, ‘Oom 

Pah Pah.’ 

2 or 4 beats in a bar.  

At walking pace. 

Normally played by 

pipe band. 

Dotted ‘snappy’ 

rhythm 

6/8 Compound 

time. 

Say ‘Jiggity Jiggity’ 

Fast lively dance. 

4/4 simple time 

Rhythmic Accompaniment where 

bass note is played on the beat 

and the rest of the chord is 

played off the beat.  

Types of group 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

Typically 

used to play 

for dancing 

A group of 

instruments 

and singers 

who play 

music from a 

particular 

country.  

Consists of 

Bagpipes and 

snare drum. 

A fusion of celtic 

music with 

rock/pop 

instruments. 

Vocal Music 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Scottish Harp 

Violin that plays 

Scottish music. 

Sung in Scots 

Language 
Verses all have the 

same melody. 
Sung by men, about 

farming life.  

Sung by women in 

Gaelic.  Listen for 

beating on table. 

Gaelic, fast, 

nonsense words. 

Gaelic church music. 

Unnacompanied 

voices 

Keyboard instrument 

that creates sound using 

bellows. 

Used in Pipe 

Band. 

Long held note in 

background on pipes. 

Side 

drum 

played 

with 

beater. 

Used to 

accompany 

Scottish music. Scale that is used a 

lot in Scottish music. 

5 notes. 



 

  

N5 Baroque Period 

 

Large work in 4 

movements played 

by an Orchestra 

A piece of music for a soloist, 

accompanied by orchestra. 

Soloist ‘shows off’. 

Orchestra re-enter 

to play ending.  

Type of 

ornamentation.  

– moving quickly 

between 2 

notes. 

The four 

orchestral 

families. 

Keyboard 

instruments first in 

Baroque period. 

Produces sound by 

plucking strings. 

 

Strict Imitation between 

parts. One part enters 

shortly after part before. 

Produces sound with 

air passing through 

pipes.  Normally 

heard in church. 

 

Theme in the bass repeated 

while the upper parts are 

repeated.  

1.  

2.   

3.   

4.   



 

 

  

N5 Classical Period 

Instrumental 

Large work in 4 

movements played 

by an Orchestra 

A piece of music for a soloist, 

accompanied by orchestra. 

Soloist ‘shows off’. 

Orchestra re-enter 

to play ending.  

Type of 

ornamentation.  

– moving quickly 

between 2 

notes. 

The four 

orchestral 

families. 

1.  

2.   

3.   

4.   

Keyboard 

instrument first 

introduced in 

classical period. 

Type of 

accompaniment 

made up of broken 

chords. 
Low-High-Middle-High 

 

Musical form 

Two sections, 

 A and B. 
3 Sections. ABA 

Section A keeps 

returning. 

ABACADA…… 

The main melody 

is heard then 

variations  



 

 

  

N5 Classical Period 

Vocal Music 

Voice types 

A drama set to 

music 

A singer on 

their own. 

Song from an 

Opera 

Two people 

singing 

together. 

A group of 

singers 

Both singers 

sing same 

melody. 

Singers sing 

different melody 

at the same time. 

Male 
Female 

High Male 

Voice 

Middle Male 

Voice 

Low Male 

Voice 

High Female 

Voice 

Middle Female 

Voice 

Low Female 

Voice 



  

N5 Romantic/20th 

Century 

String Instrument added 

to the orchestra in the 

Romantic Period 

Technique often used by 

this instrument.  Sliding 

from one note to 

another. 

Romantic Instrumental Music 

Stu 
Soloist and Orchestra 

Piece for whole 

orchestra 

Rhythmic “give and 

take” in a phrase. 

Romantic Vocal Music 

Drama set to music 

Song from an Opera 

20th Century Music 

When the music is 

neither Major or 

Minor.  It has no Key. 

A group of notes 

which clash, played 

together. 

A style using simple 

rhythmic and 

melodic figures 

which are constantly 

repeated with very 

slight changes each 

time. 



 

  

Higher Baroque 

Instrumental 

A piece of music 

for a group of 

soloists, 

accompanied by 

orchestra. 

A piece of music for a soloist, 

accompanied by orchestra. 

Soloist ‘shows off’. 

Orchestra re-enter 

to play ending.  

Type of 

ornamentation.  

– moving quickly 

between 2 

notes. 

Name for 

the small 

group. 

Instruments 

H 

Accompaniment 

using Harpsichord 

and Cello. 

 

Strict imitation a 

couple of bars later. 

A theme in the 

bass line repeated 

many times. 

Orchestra mainly 

made up of String 

Instruments 

Keyboard instrument 

which makes sound by 

plucking strings. 

Keyboard instrument 

which makes sound using 

wind and pipes. 

Name for 

the 

orchestra. 

When the orchestra 

‘returns’ with the 

main theme. 

Variation over a 

ground bass. 



 

 

 

 

  
Higher Baroque 

Vocal Music 

A Musical setting 

of a biblical story. 

A drama set to music, acted and sung 

by SOLOISTS and CHORUS and 

accompanied by an ORCHESTRA 

 

Not acted out, 

more of a concert. 

Song from an 

opera. 
Ensemble joins in to highlight 

important sections. 

Used to tell the 

story.  Speaking 

rhythmically. 

Aria in Ternary 

form. ABA 

Prominent Solo 

Instrument in vocal music. 

Contains same features as opera 

e.g. Aria, Chorus, Recitative. 

Listen out for biblical 

words e.g. ‘Hallelujah’  



 

 

 

  

Higher Classical  

Instrumental 

Large work in 4 

movements played 

by an Orchestra. 

A piece of music for a soloist, 

accompanied by orchestra. 

Soloist ‘shows off’. 

Orchestra re-enter 

to play ending.  

Type of 

ornamentation.  

– moving quickly 

between 2 

notes. 

The four 

orchestral 

families. 

1.  

2.   

3.   

4.   

Keyboard 

instrument first 

introduced in 

classical period. 

Type of 

accompaniment 

made up of broken 

chords. 
Low-High-Middle-High 

 

Musical form Two sections, 

 A and B. 

3 Sections. ABA 

Section A keeps 

returning. 

ABACADA…… 

The main melody 

is heard then 

variations  

Music for a small 

group of 

instruments 

Group consisting of 

2 Violins, Viola & 

Cello 

Piece written for 
Solo Piano or 

Soloist and Piano. 

Form of Sonata 



 

 ` 

 

  

Higher Classical  

Vocal Music 

Voice types 

A drama set to 

music 

A singer on 

their own. 

Song from an 

Opera 

Two people 

singing 

together. 

A group of 

singers 

Both singers 

sing same 

melody. 

Singers sing 

different melody 

at the same time. 

Male 
Female 

High Male 

Voice 

Middle Male 

Voice 

Low Male 

Voice 

High Female 

Voice 

Middle Female 

Voice 

Low Female 

Voice 

Singer 

decorates the 

song. 



 

 

Higher Romantic/20th 
Century 

String Instrument added 

to the orchestra in the 

Romantic Period 

Technique often used by 

this instrument.  Sliding 

from one note to 

another. 

Romantic Instrumental Music 

Stu 
Soloist and Orchestra 

Piece for whole 

orchestra 

Rhythmic “give and 

take” in a phrase. 

Romantic Vocal Music 

Drama set to music 

Song from an Opera 20th Century Music 

Styles 

When the music is 

neither Major or 

Minor.  It has no Key. 

A group of notes 

which clash, played 

together. 

A style using simple 

rhythmic and 

melodic figures 

which are constantly 

repeated with very 

slight changes each 

time. 

German song for voice 

and piano. 

Music which 

mirrors a painting 

style which creates 

an ‘impression’. 

Often quite 

‘dreamy.’ 

Dreamy sounding 

Scale.  Made up of 

tones. 

Recorded sounds 

which are 

transformed and 

used together to 

create a piece. 


